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Guidelines for Teaching  
About the Holocaust  

 
Before preparing a unit on Holocaust history,  

educators are encouraged to familiarize themselves with  
the Guidelines for Teaching about the Holocaust developed  

by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.  
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Define the term “Holocaust”  

The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of approximately six 

million Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators. During the era of the Holocaust, German authorities also 

targeted other groups because of their perceived “racial inferiority”: Roma (Gypsies), the disabled, and some of 

the Slavic peoples (Poles, Russians, and others). Other groups were persecuted on political, ideological, and  

behavioral grounds, among them Communists, Socialists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and homosexuals.  

 

Do not teach or imply that the Holocaust was inevitable  

Just because a historical event took place, and it is documented in textbooks and on film, does not mean that it had 

to happen. This seemingly obvious concept is often overlooked by students and teachers alike. The Holocaust took 

place because individuals, groups, and nations made decisions to act or not to act. Focusing on those decisions 

leads to insights into history and human nature and can help your students to become better critical thinkers.  

 

Avoid simple answers to complex questions  

The history of the Holocaust raises difficult questions about human behavior and the context within which  

individual decisions are made. Be wary of simplification. Seek instead to convey the nuances of this history.  

Allow students to think about the many factors and events that contributed to the Holocaust and that often  

made decision making difficult and uncertain.  

 

Strive for precision of language  

Any study of the Holocaust touches upon nuances of human behavior. Because of the complexity of the history, 

there is a temptation to generalize and, thus, to distort the facts (e.g., “all concentration camps were killing  

centers” or “all Germans were collaborators”). Avoid this by helping your students clarify the information  

presented and encourage them to distinguish, for example, the differences between prejudice and discrimination, 

collaborators and bystanders, armed and spiritual resistance, direct and assumed orders, concentration camps 

and killing centers, and guilt and responsibility. Words that describe human behavior often have multiple  

meanings. Resistance, for example, usually refers to a physical act of armed revolt. During the Holocaust, it also 

encompassed partisan activity; the smuggling of messages, food, and weapons; sabotage; and actual military  

engagement. Resistance may also be thought of as willful disobedience, such as continuing to practice religious 

and cultural traditions in defiance of the rules or creating fine art, music, and poetry inside ghettos and  

concentration camps. For many, simply maintaining the will to live in the face of abject brutality was an act of 

spiritual resistance.  

 

Try to avoid stereotypical descriptions. Though all Jews were targeted for destruction by the Nazis, the  

experiences of all Jews were not the same. Remind your students that, although members of a group may share 

common experiences and beliefs, generalizations about them without benefit of modifying or qualifying terms 

(e.g., “sometimes,” “usually,” “in many cases but not all”) tend to stereotype group behavior and distort historical 

reality. Thus, all Germans cannot be characterized as Nazis, nor should any nationality be reduced to a singular or 

one-dimensional description.  

Guidelines for Teaching about the Holocaust  
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Strive for balance in establishing whose perspective informs your study of the Holocaust  

Most students express empathy for victims of mass murder. However, it is not uncommon for students to assume 

that the victims may have done something to justify the actions against them and for students to thus place  

inappropriate blame on the victims themselves. One helpful technique for engaging students in a discussion of the 

Holocaust is to think of the participants as belonging to one of four categories: victims, perpetrators, rescuers, or 

bystanders. Examine the actions, motives, and decisions of each group. Portray all individuals, including victims 

and perpetrators, as human beings who are capable of moral judgment and independent decision making. 

  

As with any topic, students should make careful distinctions about sources of information. Students should be  

encouraged to consider why a particular text was written, who wrote it, who the intended audience was, whether 

any biases were inherent in the information, whether any gaps occurred in discussion, whether omissions in  

certain passages were inadvertent or not, and how the information has been used to interpret various events.  

Because scholars often base their research on different bodies of information, varying interpretations of history 

can emerge. Consequently, all interpretations are subject to analytical evaluation. Strongly encourage your  

students to investigate carefully the origin and authorship of all material, particularly anything found on the  

Internet.  

 

Avoid comparisons of pain  

A study of the Holocaust should always highlight the different policies carried out by the Nazi regime toward  

various groups of people; however, these distinctions should not be presented as a basis for comparison of the 

level of suffering between those groups during the Holocaust. One cannot presume that the horror of an  

individual, family, or community destroyed by the Nazis was any greater than that experienced by victims of  

other genocides. Avoid generalizations that suggest exclusivity such as “The victims of the Holocaust suffered  

the most cruelty ever faced by a people in the history of humanity.”  

 

Do not romanticize history  

People who risked their lives to rescue victims of Nazi oppression provide useful, important, and compelling role 

models for students. But given that only a small fraction of non-Jews under Nazi occupation helped rescue Jews, 

an overemphasis on heroic actions in a unit on the Holocaust can result in an inaccurate and unbalanced account 

of the history. Similarly, in exposing students to the worst aspects of human nature as revealed in the history of 

the Holocaust, you run the risk of fostering cynicism in your students. Accuracy of fact, together with a balanced 

perspective on the history, must be a priority.  

 

Translate statistics into people 

In any study of the Holocaust, the sheer number of victims challenges easy comprehension. Show that individual 

people – grandparents, parents, and children – are behind the statistics and emphasize the diversity of personal 

experiences within the larger historical narrative. Precisely because they portray people in the fullness of their 

lives and not just as victims, first-person accounts and memoir literature add individual voices to a collective  

experience and help students make meaning out of the statistics.  

Guidelines for Teaching about the Holocaust  
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Contextualize the history  

Events of the Holocaust, and particularly how individuals and organizations behaved at that time, should be 

placed in historical context. The Holocaust must be studied in the context of European history as a whole to give 

students a perspective on the precedents and circumstances that may have contributed to it.  

Similarly, the Holocaust should be studied within its contemporaneous context so students can begin to compre-

hend the circumstances that encouraged or discouraged particular actions or events. For example, when thinking 

about resistance, consider when and where an act took place; the immediate consequences of one’s actions to self 

and family; the degree of control the Nazis had on a country or local population; the cultural attitudes of particu-

lar native populations toward different victim groups historically; and the availability and risk of potential hiding 

places.  

Encourage your students not to categorize groups of people only on the basis of their experiences during the Hol-

ocaust; contextualization is critical so that victims are not perceived only as victims. By exposing students to some 

of the cultural contributions and achievements of 2,000 years of European Jewish life, for example, you help them 

to balance their perception of Jews as victims and to appreciate more fully the traumatic disruption in Jewish his-

tory caused by the Holocaust.  

 

Make responsible methodological choices 

One of the primary concerns of educators teaching the history of the Holocaust is how to present horrific,  

historical images in a sensitive and appropriate manner. Graphic material should be used judiciously and only to 

the extent necessary to achieve the lesson objective. Try to select images and texts that do not exploit the  

students’ emotional vulnerability or that might be construed as disrespectful to the victims themselves. Do not 

skip any of the suggested topics because the visual images are too graphic; instead, use other approaches to  

address the material. 

  

In studying complex human behavior, many teachers rely upon simulation exercises meant to help students 

“experience” unfamiliar situations. Even when great care is taken to prepare a class for such an activity,  

simulating experiences from the Holocaust remains pedagogically unsound. The activity may engage students, but 

they often forget the purpose of the lesson and, even worse, they are left with the impression that they now know 

what it was like to suffer or even to participate during the Holocaust. It is best to draw upon numerous primary 

sources, provide survivor testimony, and refrain from simulation games that lead to a trivialization of the subject 

matter.  

 

Furthermore, word scrambles, crossword puzzles, counting objects, model building, and other gimmicky  

exercises tend not to encourage critical analysis but lead instead to low-level types of thinking and, in the case of 

Holocaust curricula, trivialization of the history. If the effects of a particular activity, even when popular with you 

and your students, run counter to the rationale for studying the history, then that activity should not be used.  

Guidelines for Teaching about the Holocaust  
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Virtual Resources 

For Holocaust Education 
 

The following pages list free virtual resources for educators created  
by The FHM and our partner organizations to enhance their Holocaust 

lessons for the duration of the Speak Up, Speak Now!® program  
and beyond. 

 
This guide also includes a catalog for the books offered in our Virtual  

Teaching Trunks on OverDrive, instructions on how to access our Virtual  
Teaching Trunks, and a catalog for our virtual teacher trainings  

offered on-demand via ON24. 
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Virtual Resources from The Florida Holocaust Museum  

 

The FHM – Holocaust Education Curriculum 

All of The FHM’s virtual Holocaust Education curriculum available on our 

website. 

 

The FHM – Museum Guide for Educators 

Our Museum Guide for Educators contains primary sources and activities 

corresponding with our permanent exhibition, which can be used as a  

resource guide to introduce Holocaust education to your students. It has also 

been designed for educators bringing students on field trips to The Florida 

Holocaust Museum, and can also be used to prepare students for a Virtual 

Tour of The FHM’s Permanent Exhibition. 

  

 

The FHM –  Witness to History Exhibition & Teacher Guide   

This Guide complements The Florida Holocaust Museum’s exhibition 

“Witness to History: The Holocaust Remembered by Florida Survivors.” The 

physical exhibition can be requested at no cost by schools throughout the 

state of Florida at  exhibitions@thefhm.org or accessed online at the link.  

It is built around the Museum’s permanent exhibition and can be used by 

teachers who introduce Holocaust history to their students for the first time 

or for more advanced studies. The Guide has 2 activities per each exhibition 

panel. The activities include clips of video testimony, archival photographs, 

and other primary sources. Educators can choose activities that are most  

appropriate for their students or combine parts of various activities to match 

their curriculum. Throughout the Guide, teachers will find hyperlinks with 

resources referenced in the activities. 

 
    

https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/learn/curriculum/
https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/learn/museum-guide-for-educators/
https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/learn/witness-to-history/
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Virtual Resources from The Florida Holocaust Museum  

 

The FHM – Teaching Trunks 

Designed to accommodate the needs of one class or a team of teachers, these 

large teaching trunks contain our dynamic lessons about the Holocaust, gen-

ocide, and character education with selected materials that are grade and age 

appropriate. Loan periods are for one month to six weeks and are available at 

no cost to schools throughout the continental U.S.. 

 

The FHM – Virtual Teaching Trunks on OverDrive 

The FHM has launched a free, virtual version of our Teaching Trunks in  

partnership with Overdrive. The FHM is the first museum to partner  

with Overdrive to offer our resources. Our online Teaching Trunks include 

selected titles from each grade level of our traditional Teaching Trunks.  

 

The FHM – Virtual Tour with Survivor and Liberator Testimony Clips 

The next best thing to visiting the Museum – an opportunity to tour the  

permanent exhibition, complete with artifacts, maps and more! Teachers can 

also request a free, live docent-led virtual tour for their classroom on our 

website. 

 

 

The FHM – Collections Database  

Allows students the opportunity to learn to use databases and delve deeper 

into a topic, artist, or Holocaust Survivor story. 

 

 

The FHM – Survivor Testimony Clips 

These are a powerful first-person addition to any Holocaust lesson.    

https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/learn/teaching-trunks/
https://thefhm.overdrive.com/collection/1173058
https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/learn/virtual-tour/
https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/explore-2/collections/
https://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/explore-2/testimonies/
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Virtual Resources from The FHM’s Partner Organizations  

 
• IWitness by the USC Shoah Foundation  
 
 
• USHMM Guidelines for Teaching about the Holocaust  
 
 
• USHMM Holocaust Encyclopedia 
 
 
• USHMM History Unfolded, US Newspapers and the Holocaust  
 
 
• Yad Vashem – The World Holocaust Remembrance Center  
 
 
• The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect   
  

https://iwitness.usc.edu/sfi/Sites/schindlerslist/
https://www.ushmm.org/teach/fundamentals/guidelines-for-teaching-the-holocaust
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/glossary
https://newspapers.ushmm.org/
https://www.yadvashem.org/education.html
https://www.annefrank.com/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Title: Alicia: My Story 
 
Author: Alicia Appleman 
 
 
Format:  
 
 
Description: Her name is Alicia. She was thirteen when  
she began saving the lives of people she did not know — 
while fleeing the Nazis through war-ravaged Poland.  
Her family cruelly wrenched from her, Alicia rescued  
other Jews from the Gestapo, led them to safe hideouts,  
and lent them her courage and hope. Even the sight  
of her mother's brutal murder could not quash this  
remarkable child's faith in human goodness — or her  
determination to prevail against overwhelming odds.  
After the war, Alicia continued to risk her life, leading  
Polish Jews on an underground route to freedom in  
Palestine. She swore on her brother's grave that if she  
survived, she would speak for her silenced family.  
This book is the eloquent fulfillment of that oath.  
 
Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Title: All But My Life  

Author: Gerda Weissmann Klein  

Narrator: Suzanne Toren 

Format:  

 

Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  

Holocaust 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Format:  
 
 
Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description:  All But My Life is the unforgettable story of Gerda 
Weissmann Klein's six-year ordeal as a victim of Nazi cruelty. From 
her comfortable home in Bielitz (present-day Bielsko) in Poland to 
her miraculous survival and her liberation by American troops—
including the man who was to become her husband—in Volary, 
Czechoslovakia, in 1945, Gerda takes the reader on a terrifying  
journey. Gerda's serene and idyllic childhood is shattered when  
Nazis march into Poland on September 3, 1939. Although the  
Weissmanns were permitted to live for a while in the basement of 
their home, they were eventually separated and sent to German  
labor camps. Over the next few years Gerda experienced the slow, 
inexorable stripping away of "all but her life." By the end of the war 
she had lost her parents, brother, home, possessions, and  
community; even the dear friends she made in the labor camps,  
with whom she had shared so many hardships, were dead. Despite 
her horrifying experiences, Klein conveys great strength of spirit and 
faith in humanity. In the darkness of the camps, Gerda and her 
young friends manage to create a community of friendship and  
love. Although stripped of the essence of life, they were able to  
survive the barbarity of their captors. Gerda's beautifully written  
story gives an invaluable message to everyone. It introduces them  
to last century's terrible history of devastation and prejudice, yet 
offers them hope that the effects of hatred can be overcome. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust 

 

The FHM's Virtual Teaching Trunks on  OverDrive     &      

Books from The FHM's Teaching Trunks in eBook and Audiobook versions 

Title: All But My Life  

Author: Gerda Weissmann Klein  

 

Format:  

Title: Alicia: My Story 

 

Author: Alicia Appleman 

 

Narrators: Gabrielle De  

Cuir & Stefan Rudnicki 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Title: Amazing Grace 
 
Author: Mary Hoffman 
 
Narrator: Andrea Johnson 
 
 
Format:  
 
 
Description: Grace loves stories. She likes to read them,  
see them in movies, and make them up herself. And  
even more than hearing stories, she loves to act them  
out. Sometimes she's a pirate, or Aladdin with a magic  
lamp, or Mowgli in the backyard jungle. Now Grace is  
sad. Her class is putting on a play called Peter Pan.  
Guess what part she wants to play? But Raj says she  
can't be Peter Pan because she's a girl. And Natalie  
says she can't because she's black. Ma and Nana say  
she can do anything she wants if she puts her mind  
to it. When Grace dares to try out for the part,  
wonderful things happen. This award-winning book, 
 a top choice of librarians and teachers, is as amazing  
as its title suggests. A selection of Public Television's  
Reading Rainbow, it offers young readers an invaluable 
 message, made unmistakably clear by Andrea  
Johnson's vibrant narration. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 1st-2nd Grade: Different and the Same  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description: In this national bestseller, the critically  

acclaimed author Peter Balakian brings us a riveting  

narrative of the massacres of the Armenians in the 1890s and  

of the Armenian Genocide in 1915 at the hands of the Ottoman 

Turks. Using rarely seen archival documents and remarkable  

first-person accounts, Balakian presents the chilling history of 

how the Turkish government implemented the first modern  

genocide behind the cover of World War I. And in the telling,  

he resurrects an extraordinary lost chapter of American history. 

 

Teaching Trunk: Human Rights & Genocide (Secondary) 

Title: The Children of Willesden 
Lane: A True Story of Hope and 
Survival During World War II  

Author: Mona Golabek and Lee 

Cohen 

Adapted by: Emil Sher  

Format:  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: Grace loves stories, whether they're from books,  
movies, or the kind her grandmother tells. So when she gets  
a chance to play a part in Peter Pan, she knows exactly who  
she wants to be. Remarkable watercolor illustrations give full  
expression to Grace's high-flying imagination. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 1st-2nd Grade: Different and the Same  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description:  A young readers' edition of an important and  
inspiring true story of hope and survival during World War II.  
Fourteen-year-old Lisa Jura was a musical prodigy who hoped to 
become a concert pianist. But when Hitler's armies advanced on  
pre-war Vienna, Lisa's parents were forced to make a difficult  
decision. Able to secure passage for only one of their three  
daughters through the Kindertransport, they chose to send gifted 
Lisa to London for safety. As she yearned to be reunited with her 
family while she lived in a home for refugee children on Willesden 
Lane, Lisa's music became a beacon of hope. A memoir of courage 
and the power of music to uplift the human spirit, this compelling 
tribute to one special young woman and the lives she touched will 
both educate and inspire young readers. 
 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 3rd-4th Grade: Creating Community;  
5th Grade: Beginning Holocaust Studies 

 

Title: Amazing Grace 
 

Author: Mary Hoffman 

 

Illustrator: Caroline Binch 

Format:  

Title: The Burning Tigris:  
The Armenian Genocide and America's 
Response 
 

Author: Peter Balakian 

Format:  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last 
years of her life, Anne Frank's remarkable diary has since  
become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors  
of war and an eloquent testament to the human spirit. 
  
In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old Jewish 
girl and her family fled their home in Amsterdam and went into 
hiding. For the next two years, until their whereabouts were  
betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered 
in the "Secret Annex" of an old office building. Cut off from the 
outside world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant  
cruelties of living in confined quarters, and the ever-present 
threat of discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded 
vivid impressions of her experiences during this period.  
By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account offers a 
fascinating commentary on human courage and frailty and a 
compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman 
whose promise was tragically cut short. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description: "In the evening I had to prepare food and cook  
supper, which exhausted me totally. In politics there's absolutely 
nothing new. Again, out of impatience I feel myself beginning to 
fall into melancholy. There is really no way out of this for us."  
This is Dawid Sierakowiak's final diary entry. Soon after writing  
it, the young author died of tuberculosis, exhaustion, and  
starvation—the Holocaust syndrome known as "ghetto disease." 
After the liberation of the Lód'z Ghetto, his notebooks were 
found stacked on a cookstove, ready to be burned for heat. 
Young Sierakowiak was one of more than 60,000 Jews who  
perished in that notorious urban slave camp, a man-made hell 
which was the longest surviving concentration of Jews in Nazi 
Europe. The diary comprises a remarkable legacy left to  
humanity by its teenage author. It is one of the most fastidiously 
detailed accounts ever rendered of modern life in human  
bondage.  
 
 
Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: In 1994, twenty-five-year-old Yuyi Morales traveled 
from her home in Yelapa, Mexico, to the San Francisco Bay Area 
with her two-month-old son, Kelly, in order to secure permanent 
residency in this country. Her passage was not easy, and she spoke 
no English whatsoever. But due in large measure to help and  
guidance provided by area children's librarians, she learned English 
the same way her young son learned to read: through the picture 
books they shared together. In spare, lyrical verse, Yuyi has created 
a lasting testament to the journeys, both physical and metaphorical, 
that she and Kelly have taken together in the intervening years. 
Beautiful and powerful at any time—but given particular urgency  
as the status of our own Dreamers becomes uncertain—this is a 
story that is both topical and timeless. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  

 
 
 
 
 

Title: Anne Frank: The Diary of a 
Young Girl 

Author: Anne Frank  

Format:  

Title: Anne Frank: The Diary of a 
Young Girl 

Author: Anne Frank  

Read by: Selma Blair 

Format:  

Title: The Diary of Dawid Sierakowiak 

Author: Dawid Sierakowiak  

Format:  

 

Title: Dreamers 

Author: Yuyi Morales  

Format:  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: During World War II a community called Manzanar 
was hastily created in the high mountain desert country of  
California, east of the Sierras. Its purpose was to house  
thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first  
families to arrive was the Wakatsukis, who were ordered to  
leave their fishing business in Long Beach and take with them 
only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a 
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which  
she struggled and adapted, observed and grew. For her father  
it was essentially the end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne 
Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the eyes  
of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and  
bewilderment as well as the dignity and great resourcefulness  
of people in oppressive and demeaning circumstances.  
Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful first-
person account that reveals her search for the meaning of  
Manzanar. 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust; Human Rights & Genocide (Secondary) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Teaching Trunks: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust; Human Rights & Genocide (Secondary) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: In this multicultural picture book, Carrie goes  
from one neighbor's house to the next looking for her brother,  
who is late for dinner. She discovers that although each family  
is from a different country, everyone makes a rice dish at  
dinnertime. Readers will enjoy trying the simple recipes that  
correspond to each family's unique rice dish. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 1st-2nd Grade: Different and the Same  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: The twentieth-anniversary edition of Marion  
Blumenthal Lazan's acclaimed Holocaust memoir features new  
material by the author, a reading group guide, a map, and  
additional photographs. "The writing is direct, devastating, with  
no rhetoric or exploitation. The truth is in what's said and in what  
is left out."—ALA Booklist (starred review) 
 
Marion Blumenthal Lazan's unforgettable and acclaimed memoir 
recalls the devastating years that shaped her childhood. Following 
Hitler's rise to power, the Blumenthal family—father, mother,  
Marion, and her brother, Albert—were trapped in Nazi Germany. 
They managed eventually to get to Holland, but soon thereafter it 
was occupied by the Nazis. For the next six and a half years the  
Blumenthals were forced to live in refugee, transit, and prison 
camps, including Westerbork in Holland and Bergen-Belsen in  
Germany, before finally making it to the United States. Their story is 
one of horror and hardship, but it is also a story of courage, hope, 
and the will to survive. 
 
Four Perfect Pebbles features forty archival photographs, including 
several new to this edition, an epilogue, a bibliography, a map, a 
reading group guide, an index, and a new afterword by the author. 
First published in 1996, the book was an ALA Notable Book, an ALA 
Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers, and IRA Young Adults' Choice, and 
a Notable Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies, and the recipient 
of many other honors. 
 

Teaching Trunks: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  
 

Title: Four Perfect Pebbles 

Author: Lila Perl and Marion 

Blumenthal Lazan 

Format:  

 

 

Title: Dreamers 

Author: Yuyi Morales  

Format:  

 

Title: Everybody Cooks Rice 
 

Author: Norah Dooley 

Illustrated by: Peter J. Thornton 

Format:  

Title: Farewell to Manzanar  
 
Author: Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston 
& James D. Houston 
 

Format:  

Title: Farewell to Manzanar  
 
Author: Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston 
& James D. Houston 
 

Format:  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: "It's fun to find ways I'm like you and you're like me. 
It's fun to find ways we're different." In this colorful, inviting Eng-
lish-Spanish book, kids from preschool to lower elementary learn 
about diversity in terms they can understand: hair that's straight 
or curly, families with many people or few, bodies that are big or 
small. With its wide-ranging examples and fun, highly detailed 
art, I'm Like You, You're Like Me/ Yo soy como tú, tú eres como 
yo helps kids appreciate the ways they are alike and affirm their 
individual differences. A section for adults in the back provides 
tips and activities (in both English and Spanish) for parents and 
caregivers to reinforce the themes and lessons of the book. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 1st-2nd Grade: Different and the Same 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description: Many people came to America in the early 1900s  
looking for jobs, opportunity, and freedom, and a lot of them  
were kids. But what happened to all these immigrant children  
after they passed inspection at New York's Ellis Island—that is,  
if they passed inspection? Life was not easy for immigrants.  
Large families lived in small, one-room tenement apartments  
with failing plumbing and few windows. Children had to go to 
school with kids from different countries and learn to read and 
write a new language. And many of the boys and girls were going 
to school at night, after working a 12-hour work day to help  
support their families. But these immigrants learned to perse-
vere through all odds so they could make it in America. Newbery 
Medal winner Russell Freedman tells the immigrant story 
through the eyes of children. Brian Keeler's clear narration will 
make difficult foreign and unfamiliar words easy to understand 
for listeners,  
allowing them to become immersed in the story. 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: 3rd-4th Grade: Creating Community;  
5th Grade: Beginning Holocaust Studies;  
Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: Congressman John Lewis (GA-5) is an American  
icon, one of the key figures of the civil rights movement.  
His commitment to justice and nonviolence has taken him from  
an Alabama sharecropper's farm to the halls of Congress, from  
a segregated schoolroom to the 1963 March on Washington, 
and from receiving beatings from state troopers to receiving  
the Medal of Freedom from the first African-American  
president. Now, to share his remarkable story with new  
generations, Lewis presents March, a graphic novel trilogy, in  
collaboration with co-writer Andrew Aydin and New York Times  
best-selling artist Nate Powell (winner of the Eisner Award and  
LA Times Book Prize finalist for Swallow Me Whole). March is a  
vivid first-hand account of John Lewis' lifelong struggle for civil  
and human rights, meditating in the modern age on the  
distance traveled since the days of Jim Crow and segregation.  
Rooted in Lewis' personal story, it also reflects on the highs  
and lows of the broader civil rights movement. Book One spans  
John Lewis' youth in rural Alabama, his life-changing meeting  
with Martin Luther King, Jr., the birth of the Nashville Student  
Movement, and their battle to tear down segregation through  
nonviolent lunch counter sit-ins, building to a stunning climax  
on the steps of City Hall. Many years ago, John Lewis and other  
student activists drew inspiration from the 1958 comic book  
Martin Luther King and the Montgomery Story. Now, his own  
comics bring those days to life for a new audience, testifying  
to a movement whose echoes will be heard for generations. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Description: Night is Elie Wiesel's masterpiece, a candid, horrific, 
and deeply poignant autobiographical account of his survival as a 
teenager in the Nazi death camps. This new translation by Marion 
Wiesel, Elie's wife and frequent translator, presents this seminal 
memoir in the language and spirit truest to the author's original 
intent. And in a substantive new preface, Elie reflects on the  
enduring importance of Night and his lifelong, passionate  
dedication to ensuring that the world never forgets man's capacity 
for inhumanity to man. Night offers much more than a litany of the 
daily terrors, everyday perversions, and rampant sadism at  
Auschwitz and Buchenwald; it also eloquently addresses many  
of the philosophical as well as personal questions implicit in any 
serious consideration of what the Holocaust was, what it meant, 
and what its legacy is and will be. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: High School: Historical Perspectives of the  
Holocaust 

 

Title: I'm Like You, You're Like Me / 
Yo soy como tú, tú eres como yo 

Author: Cindy Gainer 

Illustrator: Miki Sakamoto 

Format:  

Title: Immigrant Kids 

Author: Russell Freedman  

Narrator: Brian Keeler 

Format:  

Title: March, Book One 

Author: John Lewis, Andrew Aydin 

Illustrator: Nate Powell 

Format: 

Title: Night 

Author: Elie Wiesel 

Translator: Marion Wiesel 

Format: 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: This stirring collection of diaries written by young 
people, aged twelve to twenty-two years, during the Holocaust 
has been fully revised and updated. Some of the writers were 
refugees, others were in hiding or passing as non-Jews, some 
were imprisoned in ghettos, and nearly all perished before  
liberation. This seminal National Jewish Book Award winner  
preserves the impressions, emotions, and eyewitness reportage 
of young people whose accounts of daily events and often  
unexpected thoughts, ideas, and feelings serve to deepen and 
complicate our understanding of life during the Holocaust.  
The second paperback edition includes a new preface by  
Alexandra Zapruder examining the book's history and impact.  
Simultaneously, an enhanced e-book incorporates a wealth of 
new content in a variety of media, including photographs of the 
writers and their families, images of the original diaries, artwork 
made by the writers, historical documents, glossary terms, maps, 
survivor testimony (some available for the first time), and video 
of the author teaching key passages. In addition, an in-depth, 
interdisciplinary curriculum in history, literature, and writing  
developed by the author and a team of teachers, working in  
cooperation with the educational organization Facing History  
and Ourselves, is now available to support use of the book in 
middle- and high-school classrooms. 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior; 
High School: Historical Perspectives of the Holocaust 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: En 1994, Yuyi Morales dejó su hogar en Xalapa, 
México, para emigrar a Estados Unidos con su hijo pequeño. 
Aunque dejó atrás casi todas sus pertenencias, no llegó con  
las manos vacías.Trajo consigo su fortaleza, su trabajo, su 
pasión, sus esperanzas y sueños... y sus historias. El nuevo y 
magnífico libro de Yuyi Morales, Soñadores, se centra en la 
búsqueda por encontrar un hogar en un nuevo lugar. El trayecto 
de Yuyi y su hijo Kelly no fue fácil, ya que ella no hablaba inglés 
en esa época. Pero, juntos, descubrieron un lugar desconocido  
e increíble: la biblioteca pública. Allí, libro a libro, descifraron la 
lengua de esta nueva tierra y formaron en ella su hogar.  
Soñadores es un homenaje a los migrantes y a todo lo que  
traen con ellos, y aportan, cuando dejan sus países. Es una  
historia de familia. Una historia que nos recuerda que todos  
somos soñadores que llevamos nuestros propios regalos donde 
quiera que vayamos. Bella y poderosa en todo momento, pero 
especialmente de una urgente premura hoy en día en que el 
futuro de los dreamers es incierto, esta es una historia actual y 
eterna. El poético texto se complementa con unas espléndidas 
ilustraciones llenas de detalle y simbolismo. Incluye un ensayo 
autobiográfico sobre la experiencia de Yuyi, una bibliografía de 
los libros que la han inspirado (y la siguen inspirando) y una  
descripción de las bellas imágenes, texturas y recuerdos que 
utilizó para la creación de este libro. También disponible la 
edición en inglés, Dreamers. 
 
Teaching Trunk: Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: Teach little ones basic conflict resolution  
and peacemaking skills in both English and Spanish.  
At times, all children need help getting along with others  
and respecting differences. Teaching tolerance and  
encouraging acts of kindness through clear words and  
charming illustrations, this English-Spanish bilingual version  
of We Can Get Along/Podemos llevarnos bien supports  
children's development with skills for conflict resolution  
and peacemaking. The book includes activities and  
discussion questions in both languages. 
 
 
Teaching Trunk: 1st-2nd Grade: Different and the Same 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: If walls could talk, what would they say? Perhaps they 
would tell us who built them and why. Maybe they could even tell  
us about people's lives today or about how our ancestors lived  
thousands of years ago. In this book walls really do talk, and oh,  
the stories they tell. This new edition combines the beloved  
children's books Talking Walls and Talking Walls: The Stories  
Continue. Together, those titles sold more than 170,000 copies.  
This new edition, thoroughly revised by the author, makes the text 
more accessible to young readers and English Language Learners 
and produces a book that is ideal for reading aloud. The back  
matter includes a world map that helps readers locate the many 
walls described, as well as additional information about the walls, 
the places, and the people. 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: 3rd-4th Grade: Creating Community; 5th Grade: 
Beginning Holocaust Studies; Human Rights & Genocide (Secondary) 

 

Title: Salvaged Pages: Young Writers' 
Diaries of the Holocaust 
 
Author: Alexandra Zapruder 
 
Format:  
 

Title: Soñadores 

Author: Yuyi Morales  

Format:  

 

Title: We Can Get Along /  
 
Podemos llevarnos bien 
 
Author: Lauren Murphy Payne 
 
Illustrator: Melissa Iwai 
 
Format:  
 

Title: Talking Walls 

Author: Margy Burns Knight 

Illustrator: Anne Sibley O'Brien 

Format:  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Title: Zlata's Diary: A Child's Life in Wartime Sarajevo 
 
Author: Zlata Filipovic 
 
Narrator: Christina Moore 
 
 
Format:  
 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: 5th Grade: Beginning Holocaust Studies; 
Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Description: Written with an innocence and desperation that 
will move readers of all ages, this international best-seller has 
touched  
the conscience of the world. Zlata's Diary stands out as a 
poignant reminder that war exacts a devastating toll on every-
one-including children. Zlata Filipovic' began her diary just 
months before her 11th birthday in 1991. Peace still reigned in 
her hometown of Sarajevo, where she lived the carefree life of 
an innocent schoolgirl. But this  
life was suddenly shattered in 1992 when gunfire shook 
through the hills, and the streets of Sarajevo became the bar-
baric battlegrounds  
of the Bosnian war. As the onslaught of the war steadily in-
vades her life, Zlata loses loved ones, endures months without 
decent food or running water, and spends weeks confined to 
her house as shells rain on the devastated city. Sustained by 
indomitable courage, she  
struggles to preserve the remains of her former existence. She  
learns to play the piano, celebrates special occasions with her  
closely-knit family-and faithfully records everything in this  
extraordinary diary. 
 
 
Teaching Trunks: 5th Grade: Beginning Holocaust Studies; 
Middle School: Investigating Human Behavior 
 
 

Title: Zlata's Diary: A Child's Life in 
Wartime Sarajevo 

Author: Zlata Filipovic 

Format:  

 

 

 

 

Browse The FHM’s Virtual Teaching Trunks on your device at 

https://libbyapp.com/library/thefhm 

 

https://libbyapp.com/library/thefhm


Using The FHM's Virtual  
Teaching Trunks on OverDrive  

Access For Teachers:  
 
The registration process is fast and user friendly.  
 
Before logging into The FHM’s OverDrive Collection, you will need to be added as a user.  
This step is only for teachers. To register, please fill out this Google Form completely:  
https://forms.gle/ByKEntMLdET7M2LL8  
 
Once you have filled out the form, a Museum representative will add you to our system.  
This will give you continued access to materials in our collection without having to fill out a 
new Instant Digital Card each time. You will get an email from overdrive@thefhm.org with 
your login information and a Campaign Code that you will share with your students for their 
login. From there you are free to access titles through our OverDrive account.  
 
You can access our Virtual Teaching Trunk through this link: https://thefhm.overdrive.com  

After clicking the link, you will be taken to our digital collection. This screen is where you will 
see the titles that are offered through our OverDrive account. Click on the title you would like 
to borrow.  

 

https://forms.gle/ByKEntMLdET7M2LL8
mailto:overdrive@thefhm.org
https://thefhm.overdrive.com


You will then see this screen. You can either choose to “Read A Sample” or go ahead and 
“Borrow” the book. If you click “Borrow,” you will be taken to the registration page where you 
will be asked to login.  

 

 

Input your Login (your email address) and Pin provided by the Museum representative after 
you filled out the Google Form. From there you can click “Sign In” and will be redirected to 
collection page where you can begin borrowing.  

 



Access for Students: 
 
Student access will look slightly different than the teacher’s access, but it is equally as user 
friendly. Students will be able to check out titles as individual users. They cannot use the 
teacher’s login information to access titles. They need to create their own Instant Digital Card 
— one per student. To create an IDC, they will need to provide a name and phone number.  
 
While we do not share any names or phone numbers with outside sources, nor will we collect 
that data, it is understandable that their families may not feel comfortable sharing that  
information. Students do not need to use their real names. They can also use a Google Voice 
number instead of their own, or the phone number of their parent/guardian.  
 
A few things to keep in mind about this: with an Instant Digital Card, the student will not have 
login information, so it is important that they remain logged into OverDrive until they are 
finished using the resource. If they do log out before finishing, they will need to recreate 
their Instant Digital Card, meaning they need access to the phone they originally used to  
retrieve the access code. This will be clearer down below in the step-by-step instructions.  
 
One person can be registered under one phone number—we are unable to offer group  
registration under one number.  
 
The first steps for students will be the same as the teachers. They will use the link  
https://thefhm.overdrive.com to access the collection. Once they get to the login page,  
instead of putting in a “Login” and “Pin” they will click the option that says, “Sign in using  
mobile number.” 

https://thefhm.overdrive.com


From there they will be taken to a screen that will ask them for a phone number. The phone 
attached to number they give must be present so that they can retrieve the Verification Code 
OverDrive will provide through text message.  
 
Once they have entered the number and selected the country, they can click “Send Verification 
Code.”  
 
Note: Be sure that students are using the drop-down menu to select the United States as their 
country. (Picture 2) 

 

  

 



The next step will be to enter the Verification Code they receive on the phone. After entering 
the code, they can click “Verify.” 
 

 
 

This will take them to a registration page that will ask for some basic information, but students 
do not have to enter their whole names. They can simply put in initials or their school’s 
name. The most important part of this step is the Campaign Code. 
 

 



The campaign code is provided to you by the Museum representative in the email you receive 
about your registration. The codes are valid through a certain time period. We will send out 
new notifications with new campaign codes for respective time periods.  
 
This is the only time students will have to do this step. If they accidentally get logged out but 
recreate an Instant Digital Card using the same phone number, they will not have to do this 
again.  
 
After entering the Campaign Code, students can click “Continue.” And they should see the 
screen pictured below. Once they click on “Browse the Collection,” they are brought back to 
the collection page where they can begin borrowing titles. 
 

 
 
There is a 14 day borrow period for each of the titles in the collection. If your students are not 
finished with the title after the 14 days, please contact the Museum at overdrive@thefhm.org  
to arrange a renewal. A Museum representative will need to approve a renewal depending on 
whether there are others waiting to check out that title. There are 30 copies of each book.  
Students are welcome to access titles for individual reading or titles can be used as a class set 
for group reading.  
 
Thank you for choosing to use resources from The FHM. Please do not hesitate to reach out 
with any questions or for more information about The FHM’s OverDrive Collection. We will be 
happy to assist you and look forward to connecting with you about this resource and the many 
other offerings provided by The Florida Holocaust Museum.  

Education Department  
The Florida Holocaust Museum  
overdrive@thefhm.org  

mailto:overdrive@thefhm.org
mailto:overdrive@thefhm.org


 

The Florida Holocaust Museum is excited to offer recordings of our teacher trainings and  

programs through the ON24 webcasting platform. This resource is free for educators.  

To access a program recording, please register using the registration links below. 

 

 
Holocaust Education Week Activities using Primary and Secondary Sources: 

Kristallnacht and the Kindertransport 
 

Presenters: 
Lauren B. Granite, Ph.D., Director of Education, North America at Centropa 

Yara Lugo, Museum Educator at The FHM 
 

Overview: Compelling resources, dynamic ways to use them to teach about two critical events in Holocaust history. 
 
Centropa offers teachers primary sources (annotated photographs, interviews) and secondary sources (award winning, short 
multimedia films, none longer than 30 minutes) that teachers use to create virtual and in-class projects for teaching digital 
literacy, critical thinking, and global awareness. All are free of charge.  
  
The Florida Holocaust Museum has provided Holocaust education across the state for almost 30 years. All primary and 
secondary sources shared by the Museum are free to teachers and students. We have digital and print content for grades K-
12.  
  
Teachers use Centropa and The FHM resources to teach Holocaust, social studies, ELA, art, foreign language, filmmaking, 
photography, and civics. 
  
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3497432/2A69EE45FFAA80535606D2EA0688881A  
 

 

Rescuers of Jews During the Holocaust 
 

Presenters: 
Dr. Shay Pilnik, Director of the Emil A. and Jenny Fish Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Yeshiva University 

Ursula Szczepinska, Director of Education & Research at The FHM 
Dr. Mordechai Paldiel 

 
Overview: The Florida Holocaust Museum in partnership with Yeshiva University’s Emil A. and Jenny Fish Holocaust and 
Genocide Studies Center presents this special teacher workshop featuring a keynote speaker, Dr. Mordechai Paldiel. This 
workshop focuses on Jewish and non-Jewish rescuers of Jews during Shoah.  
  
About the Keynote Speaker: Dr. Mordechai Paldiel is a leading scholar on the rescue of Jews during the Holocaust. He earned 
an MA and PhD in Holocaust Studies at Temple University, Philadelphia. Paldiel was the director of the Righteous Among the 
Nations Department at Yad Vashem – Israel’s national Holocaust Memorial, from 1982 to 2007. Under his stewardship, some 
18,000 non-Jewish men and women from various countries were awarded the prestigious honor of “Righteous Among the 
Nations” for their role in saving Jews from the Nazis. Dr. Paldiel has published numerous books and articles on the rescue of 
Jews during the Holocaust. He currently teaches several courses at Yeshiva University – Stern College and Touro College in 
New York City. 
 
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3471009/5EF9AA639E0760BFC6CDDF552630A8A3 
 

Teacher Trainings & Programs  

On-Demand from The FHM 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3497432/2A69EE45FFAA80535606D2EA0688881A
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3471009/5EF9AA639E0760BFC6CDDF552630A8A3


 

Teaching about the Holocaust through Primary & Secondary Sources:  
Centropa's and The FHM’s Resources 

  
Presenters:  

Ursula Szczepinska, Director of Education & Research at The FHM   
Lauren B. Granite, Ph.D., Director of Education, North America at Centropa 

  
Overview: Centropa offers teachers primary sources (annotated photographs, interviews), and secondary sources (award 
winning, short multimedia films, none longer than 30 minutes) that teachers use to create virtual and in-class projects for 
teaching digital literacy, critical thinking, and global awareness. All are free of charge.  
  
The Florida Holocaust Museum has provided Holocaust education across the state for almost 30 years. All primary and 
secondary sources shared by the Museum are free to teachers and students. We have digital and print content for grades K-
12.  
  
Teachers use Centropa and The FHM resources to teach Holocaust, social studies, ELA, art, foreign language, filmmaking, 
photography, and civics. 
  
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3091847/0C2561D90BF95B78A39395D29829CF4D 
 

 

Teaching about the Holocaust at a High School Level 
  

Presenter: Ursula Szczepinska, Director of Education & Research at The FHM 
  
Overview: This training originally took place on July 16, 2021 with St. Johns County Schools. This training discusses resources 
from The Florida Holocaust Museum and other organizations for Holocaust education at the high school level. It includes print 
and digital resources based on primary sources for different grades at a high school level. 
  
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3341095/54C7FB196BAC6DD6AED4EFB0916FD24B 
 

 

Genocide in the 20th Century: 
A Case Study of Rwanda 

 
Presenter: Ursula Szczepinska, Director of Education & Research at The FHM 

 
Overview: This training took place on June 30, 2021 with the Panhandle Area Educational Consortium. It starts with guidelines 
for teaching about genocide, the origins of the term, and recommendations for resources that can be used in the classroom. 
The program then focuses on the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and highlights its history as well as grade-appropriate resources 
based on primary sources pertaining to this genocide. 
 
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3315587/5C3D529C24ADEBBD838F8178D92D9A53 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3091847/0C2561D90BF95B78A39395D29829CF4D
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3341095/54C7FB196BAC6DD6AED4EFB0916FD24B
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3315587/5C3D529C24ADEBBD838F8178D92D9A53


 

Letters from Anne & Martin 
 
Overview: The Florida Holocaust Museum, in partnership with The Florida Department of Education, presents a 
virtual performance of Letters from Anne & Martin for middle and high school students. Combining the iconic 
voices of Anne Frank and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., this compelling production evokes the timeless message of 
hope for peace and a more united world. The production is a dramatic presentation of parallel worlds and kindred 
spirits in our history, drawn entirely from the text of Anne Frank’s The Diary of a Young Girl (1947, expanded 1995) 
and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Letter from Birmingham Jail (1963). This production was written, produced, and 
directed by The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect. 
 
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3106024/19EDA6B43CC9709C1ADA591F52BD4586 
 

 

Guidelines and Primary Source-Based Resources 
for Holocaust Education 

  
Presenter: Yara Lugo, Museum Educator at The FHM 

  
Overview: This training originally took place on August 5, 2021 with Pinellas County Schools. This program focuses 
on the guidelines and primary source-based resources for Holocaust education from elementary to high school. 
Participants will get acquainted with grade-appropriate recommendations and print as well as virtual resources 
created by The Florida Holocaust Museum and its partnering organizations. The resources discussed during the 
program are free to teachers and students across the state. 
  
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3354653/B2C7D059FF4575AE4E4E896F063B194F 
 

 
Virtual Tour of the Secret Annex 

 
Presented by: The Florida Holocaust Museum and The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect  

  
Overview: Join The Florida Holocaust Museum and The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect for a special tour 
of the Secret Annex where Anne Frank and her family and friends hid from the Nazis. This tour has been developed 
specially for two age groups: students in grades 5-8, and high school students. This experience is an excellent 
Holocaust Education resource! This program originally aired on November 12, 2021. 
  
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3529056/BFEA6690406C2AC7ACEB65793F54F3A5 

 
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and The Florida Holocaust Museum: 

Resources for Holocaust Education 
 
Overview: Offered in partnership with the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, this training discusses 
resources that can be used to teach about the Holocaust for different grade levels. This training was originally 
recorded on November 4, 2021, at The Florida Holocaust Museum.  
 
Registration Link: https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3536491/583DA19161434E6E9C064C3D494B1F33  
 

 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3106024/19EDA6B43CC9709C1ADA591F52BD4586
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3354653/B2C7D059FF4575AE4E4E896F063B194F
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3529056/BFEA6690406C2AC7ACEB65793F54F3A5
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3536491/583DA19161434E6E9C064C3D494B1F33
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 Visit our website at 

TheFHM.org  

Email our Education Department at 
education@thefhm.org   

thefhm.org
mailto:education@thefhm.org

